
Careers in the creative cultural sector:



Musician
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You can become a professional musician by attending a 
Conservatoire for five years, the qualification obtained 
is higher and allows for the development of better 
skills. In practice, it is possible to attain the title of 
'maestro': a title that can open the door to more 
interesting and qualified job opportunities than those 
that could be had by taking only the First Level 
Academic Diploma (i.e. stopping at the first three 
years: continuing one's studies leads instead to the 
Second Level Academic Diploma

Musicians write, record, and perform music. They 
may be trained in a particular musical genre and 
play a number of instruments. Musicians’ daily 
activities include rehearsing, recording, writing lyrics 
and delivering performances. They may also appear 
on TV and radio

It may be possible to enter this profession through a private courses, 
with master tutors, or through conservatoire course.

Private courses should be anyway recognized by a conservatoire, if 
the musician wants aim to public employment.

Professional Musician



Floury food maker
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Starting this activity requires the owner to meet the 
following professional requirements:

- having successfully attended a professional course

- having worked, for at least two years in companies 
carrying out the same activity, as a qualified employee, 
sales or administration employee or food preparation 
employee

- be in possession of an upper secondary school diploma 
or a degree, provided that the course of study includes 
subjects relating to trade, food preparation or 
administration.

Finally, business owners, or their delegates, are obliged to 
attend a special training course on the contents of hygiene, 
health and safety regulations every three years

The Floury food maker prepares various types of bakery 
products (bread, pizzas, focaccia, cakes, etc.), either by 
hand or using specific machinery and equipment.

He / she doses the ingredients according to the recipes, 
kneads, rolls, breaks and forms the various types of 
bread, ferments the dough correctly and finally presides 
over the baking, applying bread-making techniques.

The Floury food maker works either as an employee, 
reporting to the bakery manager or head of the bakery 
department, or as a self-employed worker in bakery 
establishments. This work is performed in heated 
environments and often involves night shifts

Floury Food Maker

It is possible to attend private courses, recognized by any Regional Education Authority and sometimes 
partially supported by public training funds.

The most famous private providers are: ALMA https://www.alma.scuolacucina.it/ in Cologno (PR), 
Confcommercio (the Italian Federation of Commerce), which periodically provides VET courses at local 
level



Goldsmith
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A three-year VET course is required to operate as goldsmith; 
within this course, each trainee will learn

- technical drawing;

- basic techniques and the most general production 
processes to plan laboratory work well;

- basic technological characteristics of the material that 
suitable for the production prototypes in the laboratory;

- craft and industrial processing

A Goldsmith has knowledge in the field of 
metalworking. He / she is able to prepare executive 
drawings complete with the necessary indications and 
to express himself with sketch drawing and various 
visualisation techniques. He / she is able to express, 
translate and verify the acquisition of his skills with the 
use of computer technology

Goldsmith

There are three levels of knowledge for a goldsmith:

1 - Defining the line of new goldsmith products, starting from the analysis of styles and trends in the sector; 
repairing/modifying an existing object

2 - Elaborating stylistic proposals, making models of goldsmith products (manually or with the aid of 
computerised systems) along with technical specifications (combinations, materials to be used, etc.) and 
making prototypes

3 - Producing, manually and/or with the aid of machinery, the manufactured artefact or repairing/modifying 
and finishing existing artefacts



Glass Arts Maker
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The training offer can be represented by financed training 
courses (sectoral plans, ancient crafts development projects) 
or organised by trade associations and private entities. There 
is a private offer of individual and group courses of varying 
duration and modalities to bring potentially interested 
people, especially young people, closer to the ancient 
tradition of glassmaking

A glass arts maker forges and finishes glass objects, 
engraves, cleaves and grinds them, using different 
techniques such as blown, moulded, plate glass etc. 
depending on the use of the final object to be made 
(functional or decorative). Knows the glassmaking 
tradition of the territory.

He / she works in artisan workshops, often small or in 
small and medium-sized companies at industrial level, 
always in the artistic sector. He / she produces on his 
own or on commission the object to be made: 
depending on the business context, the production may 
be carried out in full or in part (design, prototyping, 
machining, finishing).

Glass Arts Maker

It is possible to attend private courses, recognized by any Regional Education Authority and sometimes 
partially supported by public training funds.

The most famous private providers are: EDUCAWEB (online) https://www.educaweb.it/ , Confcommercio
(the Italian Federation of Commerce), which periodically provides VET courses at local level



Artisan of Ceramics
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There are professional qualification courses or training 
courses run by schools linked to the local tradition.

The vocational qualification is 'Artistic Ceramics Operator' 
and it can be obtained through VET courses accredited by 
any Regional Education Authority.

The artisan of ceramics makes artefacts, starting mixing 
of raw materials and their mixture, using the tools of 
drawing, modelling, moulding, decoration and firing. He 
/ she works in the field of artistic handicrafts, producing 
one-off pieces or small series, in the design of products 
for domestic use (cups, jugs, plates, bowls, vases, 
lamps, etc.) or ornamental use (sculptures, installations, 
etc.). He / she realises artefacts, without neglecting 
historical culture and, in particular, the tradition of local 
ceramic handicrafts.

The artisan of ceramics can work as a self-employed 
person or as an employee in ateliers, small workshops, 
artisan workshops or cooperatives

Artisan of Ceramics

Private or public courses are available anywhere; to be effective, they need to be accredited by any 
Regional Education Authority





Shirt maker
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There are no binding formal prerequisites, access to the 
profession is generally via apprenticeship. Given the 
importance of experience, the start is often linked to an 
apprenticeship in established tailoring workshops or, in 
companies, as assistants to more experienced colleagues. 
Having participated in vocational training facilitates access to 
skilled work

A shirt maker is able to work on shirts, carrying out all 
the production phases, from the pre-packaged off-cuts 
to the ironing and finishing of the garment itself, 
operating the various types of stitching and using tools 
and machinery for the different types of stitching, 
ironing and packaging of garments.

He / she works mainly in tailor's shops with his own 
workshop. The self-employed person is not dependent 
on other figures and works in close contact with the 
clientele; in the case of an employee relationship or 
collaboration he is answerable to the master tailor. The 
craftsman's workshop can operate at different levels: 
from the design and creation of made-to-measure 
garments to small repairs. It can also work as an 
employee of companies in the clothing sector at an 
industrial level. In fact, in large and medium-sized 
companies there is always a 'first dressmaker' or 
'première' for the prototype

Shirt maker

Given the knowledge required, it is essential to attend at least 
one training/specialisation course after compulsory schooling 
or, better still, after graduating from a specific technical 
institute. Experience, either in large companies or in craft 
workshops, is considered indispensable for the completion of 
training and for success in the profession




